APPENDIX H

*Teachers Interview Guideline*

1. What according to you is an 'ideal student'?
   (What qualities or behaviours you look for)

2. Who are the significant people in shaping the life of a child?

3. What do you think should be the role of a teacher in shaping the life of a child?

4. What do you think in what ways adults in school should demonstrate and foster values?
   (i) Example / Role Model
   (ii) Promoting the positive / Praise
   (iii) Happy Atmosphere / Good relationships
   (iv) Teaching Scheme / Curriculum
   (v) Draw attention to / Build on Incidents
   (vi) Pupils respected as individuals
   (vii) Consistency of Approach
   (viii) Staff treats each other with respect
   (ix) Variety of classroom based approach
   (x) School get together such as assemblies

5. How you as a teacher tried to foster these values? (Role Modelling, Punishment, Extra curricular activities, Building on Incidents etc.)